
1482 Baldwin St
Detroit MI,  48214
(313) 422-5778
Jdzarea@gmail.com

D’Zarea Preuss
Looking to obtain an Employment position utilizing my skills working with the
public. I'm a very hardworking individual and love working with people and
learning new skills.

I’m currently a Full-time student at College For Creative Studies. In my third
year, I will soon obtain a Bachelor degree and minor.

EXPERIENCE

Dance Instructor — Detroit , Michigan

● Being a Dance Instructor with over 10 years experience instructing and
training students in dance as well as incorporating elements of
performance, technique, and choreography in a diverse educational
approach. Which provided me with a background in dance performance,
recital planning, performance management and classroom instruction.

Campaign organizer—  Detroit , Michigan

● As a campaign organizer I have extensive experience in coordination,
planning and support of the daily operational administrative functions in
a confidential environment. Determined and proactive who works with a
sense of urgency to anticipate the needs of senior level executives.
Allowing me to thrive in a fast paced environment while multi-tasking and
maintaining a strong attention to detail to communicate to meet the needs
of the Elect and the public.

Reserve officer— Inkster , Michigan

● As a Reserve Officer I had a lot of jobs and had to wear many hats. Being
a Reserve officer was very intense working everyday with angry people,
but it wasn’t all bad, one of my jobs there was making sure whatever
problem someone had I was going to help in every way I could to resolve
their problem by taking their payments for tickets , parking violations
taking police Reports, referring them to a detective; I would also
schedule times and dates for all the other reserve offices to come in to
work I would call each officer to notify them then I would type and print
out each worksheet they had to complete when they came into work. Also I



worked the courts. We always had at least one active reserve officer on
court duties. I would be there just to make sure nothing happened, making
sure everyone had their phones off and giving the judge all the evidence
the plaintiff or defendant brought to court. I worked the parades,
festivals, car shows and crime prevention. Working those events I had to
make sure I kept a watch that people weren’t trying to start fights or
hurt anyone; and if they did it was my job to make an arrest .

Executive assistant IBEW — Detroit , Michigan

● Working at IBEW I had to show my detail oriented and technically acute to
administrative professionals with demonstrated capacity to provide
executive level support. Providing and completing research, reporting,
information management, and business development efforts within time
budget requirements, while also maintaining accounting records and
helping prepare payroll information and financial statements. Every day
was problem Solving, as well as Helping anyone that came into the office
who had questions or needed paperwork, making calls to the people who
were late paying their dues, Taking payments and logging them, making
copies of paperwork and typing letters and flyers. I started off as an
intern, and months later was offered a permanent position.

Campaign volunteer — Detroit , Michigan
● Volunteering for a coworker campaign who was running for Charter

Commissions. For the city of Detroit, I built external relationships that
supported the campaign, including partnerships with organizations and
individuals doing similar work.

Tutor, for Center of Success — Detroit , Michigan
● Providing a creative resourceful environment to elementary and middle

school level children, where my compassion and dedication to students
development and educational needs are addressed, allowing me to help
those who are struggling, as well as talking to them about their future
goals, and what they want to accomplish. I want to become an inspiration
to others and to build a love for learning, leading people into a
positive direction.

Ford Transportation- Dearborn, Michigan
● Holding a supervisor employment position ensuring the necessary paperwork

was completed, logging the accurate matches for that appropriate vehicle.
Making sure the other workers were keeping the vehicles clean and
undamaged before and after delivery. As well as thoroughly inspecting the
interior and exterior. Promoting an open/ positive form of communication
with my peers. After ensuring the workers have completed their job
correctly I use microsoft software entering all the data collected.

● While ensuring employees are scheduled to work the correct hours, with
the correct pay.



Bare2BNube Spa- Detroit , Michigan
● I held a manager position working at a day spa. Doing the administration

and day-to-day operations of Bare2BNude, Including greetings and
welcoming clients, processing transactions, assisting with sales, and
social media marketing, cosmetic/retail production and labeling as well
as using many softwares.

Cutco Sales Representative — Detroit , Michigan
● Working with Vector selling some of the finest Cutco cutlery. I would

find my own clients, show them an hour's demonstration of why Cutco
cutlery is amazing and would soon sell to them.

Host- San Morello Detroit , Michigan

● Greet guests, answer phones, seat customers at tables, and present menus in a

professional and courteous manner

● Prepare seating arrangements and organize reservations to ensure guest

satisfaction

● Always maintain a professional appearance and address customer inquiries with

good listening skills and problem-solving abilities

● Inspect dining room for proper supply levels and cleanliness

● Follow-up with diners to ensure their satisfaction with their dining experience and

address additional requests.

Office Manager— Detroit , Michigan

● Managing the three Trinity Family of Parishes of the Eastside of Detroit.
Being a resource person, answering phone calls and emails. Contacting
Vendors/contractors as insurance. Calling and emailing church
parishioners on a weekly basis. Preparing and helping publish the church
bulletin. As well as entering parishioners envelopes into a Parish-soft
program and preparing tax statements at the end of the year.



EDUCATION

Grosse pointe North High school, Grosse pointe woods— Diploma
Graduation Year- 2015

I’m Currently a Full-time student at College For Creative Studies. Major
Interior Design, Minor Crafts and material.

AWARDS
Cecchetti Council of America, Michigan Educational Corporation , MI

Central Region Timothy Award , St Charles Borromeo Parish ,MI Protecting God's
children and Adults , St Lawrence Parish, MI Certificate of Appreciation ,

Inkster Police Department , MI Top Academic Award , Inkster Auxiliary Academy ,
MI


